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Figure 1: Images rendered with Embree. Mazda model by Evermotion, Imperial Crown of Austria model by Martin Lubich (http://www.
loramel.net), Toad King model by Craig Barr.

Abstract

Embree is an open source ray tracing library consisting of high-
performance kernels optimized for modern CPUs with increasingly
wide SIMD units. Since its original release, it has become the state-
of-the-art for professional CPU-based rendering applications. In
the first half of this talk, we will give a brief overview of the Embree
framework and how to use it. In the second half, we will present
recent improvements and features introduced since the initial pub-
lication of the system. These additions include new geometry types
commonly used in production renderers (quads, subdivision sur-
faces, and hair), improved motion blur support, and ray streams that
can be traversed more efficiently than single rays and ray packets.
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1 Introduction

Embree [Wald et al. 2014] is an open source ray tracing framework
designed to achieve high performance in professional rendering en-
vironments. It features a set of state-of-the-art spatial acceleration
structures and ray traversal kernels optimized for the latest x86 pro-
cessor architectures, leveraging the SSE, AVX, AVX2, AVX-512,
and IMCI instruction sets. The Embree API enables these kernels
to be used effectively in existing and new renderers with minimal
programming effort.

Embree has received increasing attention since its original publi-
cation and has become the method of choice for a wide range of
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ray tracing based applications, including production renderers and
visualization systems. Also, major improvements and new features
have been introduced, such as faster ray traversal and acceleration
structure building, quad geometry, subdivision surfaces, hair, linear
motion blur of user defined geometries, and ray streams.

2 New Features

Quads. Until recently, Embree supported only triangle meshes,
but most 3D modeling packages produce quad meshes which first
had to be converted to triangles. Embree now supports quads as
well, and using them results in half the memory usage in the best
case, faster BVH building, and higher ray intersection throughput.

Subdivision surfaces. We have implemented Catmull-Clark
subdivision surfaces for triangle and quad meshes, including sup-
port for edge creases, vertex creases, holes, non-manifold geome-
try, and displacement mapping. We employ a fixed-size lazy-build
tessellation cache [Benthin et al. 2015], which allows real-time ren-
dering performance for complex scenes and low memory usage.

Hair. We have added support for hair geometries consisting of cu-
bic Bézier curves [Woop et al. 2014] and, more recently, line seg-
ments as well, with varying radius per control point. For hair we
build BVHs that use both axis-aligned and oriented bounding boxes
to exploit similarity in the orientation of neighboring hairs, increas-
ing ray culling efficiency.

Motion blur of user geometries. The user defined geometry fea-
ture enables renderer developers to implement custom geometric
primitives and intersection algorithms that are not available in Em-
bree by default (e.g., points and disks). Rendering these user ge-
ometries with linear motion blur has been recently implemented,
which is a common requirement of production renderers.

Ray streams. In addition to single rays and SIMD-sized ray
packets, it is now possible to intersect arbitrarily large streams of
rays as well. Ray streams enable better coherence extraction, which
results in higher rendering performance. We provide novel stream
traversal kernels that group rays with similar directions together and
process them in a round-robin fashion to better hide memory access
latency, which is the main bottleneck of ray traversal on CPUs.
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